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Abstrat
Construting the operators onneting the state of energy assoiated with super part-
ner Hamiltonians and super partner potentials for a linear harmoni osillator has been
disussed and it is shown that any super symmetri eigen state of one of the super partner
potentials in T
4
- spae is paired in energy with a symmetri eigen state of the other partner
potential.
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1 INTRODUCTION:
During the past few years, there has been ontinuing interest [1, 2℄ in higher dimensional
kinematial models for proper and unied theory of subluminal (bradyon) and superluminal
(tahyon) objets [3℄. The problem of representation and loalization of extended partiles
and superluminal objets may be solved only by the use of higher dimensional spae. Several
attempts of extending speial theory of relativity to superluminal realm in the usual four - spae
[4℄ led to ontroversies [5, 6, 7℄ and satisfatory theory for tahyons ould not be made aeptable
so far. Several experimental investigations [8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄ have been shown towards the
evidenes for the existene of tahyons: partile moving faster than light (v > c) (superluminal
partiles). Still there are doubts (due to lak of experimental veriation)[13℄ for the existene
of tahyons and it still needs the neessity of onstruting a self-onsistent quantum eld theory,
whih might yield their quantum properties relevant for their prodution and detetion. The
1
ontinuing interest of tahyons showed that these partiles are not in ontradition to the speial
theory of relativity. A basi disagreement in the various models of tahyons was the spin -
statistis relationship. Tanaka [14℄, Dhar - Sudarshan [15℄, Aron - Sudarshan [16℄ assumed
the spin for tahyons as that of bradyons. On the other hand, Feinberg [17℄, Hamamoto
[18℄ showed that spin-statistis for tahyons is reversed to that for bradyons. Rajput and
oworkers [19, 20℄ desribed a Lorentz invariant quantum eld theory of tahyons of various
spins and showed that tahyons are not loalized in spae. The Salar and Spinor eld theory
of free tahyons [21℄ shows that tahyons are loalized in time. The loalization spae for the
desription of tahyons is T 4 - spae where the role of spae and time (and that of momentum
and energy) are interhanged on passing from bradyons to tahyons. The initial values of
tahyons lie on the hyper plane x = 0 while those for tahyons lie on t = 0. The spae R4 -
(i.e. the loalization spae for bradyons) and T 4 - (the time representation spae for tahyons)
demonstrate the strutural symmetry between these two and diretly lead to spae-time duality
between superluminal and subluminal objets. Supersymmetry, i.e. the Fermi - Bose symmetry
[22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34℄, is one of the most fasinating disoveries in
the history of Physis. The loal extension of supersymmetri theories [35, 36, 37, 38, 39℄ (i.e.
super gravity) provides a natural framework for the uniation of fundamental interations
of elementary partiles. It was believed earlier [17℄ that spin−0 tahyons are quantized only
with anti ommuting relations but their loalization in spae reates problem with Lorentz
invariane. Now it is made lear that tahyons are loalized in time and their loalization spae
is T 4 - spae whih behaves as that of bradyons do in R4 - spae and as suh it is not possible
to aelerate diretly a partile from R4 - spae to T 4- spae (or subluminal to superluminal)
for whih we need superluminal Lorentz transformations (SLT's).
Keeping these fats in mind, in this paper we have undertaken the study of the super partner
Hamiltonians in T 4 - spae, having the idential energy spetrum, expet for the ground states,
and all the potentials exhibiting the shape invariane ontain the exat solutions. Construting
the operations onneting the states of same energy for super partner Hamiltonians H+(t) and
H−(t) and supersymmetri partner potentials V+(t) and V−(t) in T
4
- spae, all bound state
wave funtions have been alulated from ground state and shape invariant potentials are ob-
tained for supersymmetri linear harmoni osillator. It has been shown that nth exited state
energy of HT+ is idential to (n + 1)
th
exited state energy of HT− while any supersymmetri
eigen state of one of the super partner potentials in T 4 - spae is paired in energy with a sym-
metri eigen state of the other partner potential. We have also onstruted a Semi - Unitary
Transformation (SUT) to obtain the supersymmetri partner Hamiltonians for a one dimen-
sional harmoni osillator and it has been demonstrated that under this transformation in T 4 -
spae the supersymmetri partner HT+ loses its ground state but its eigen funtions onstitute
a omplete orthonormal set in a subspae of full Hilbert spae.
2 BOSONIC AND FERMIONIC PARTNERS IN T
4
- SPACE
In order to over ome the various problems assoiated with superluminal Lorentz transfor-
mations (SLTs), six - dimensional formalism [40, 41, 42, 43, 44℄ of spae time is adopted with the
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symmetri struture of spae and time having three spae and three time omponents of a six
dimensional spae-time. In this formalism, a subluminal observer O in the usual R4 ≡ (−→r , t)
spae is surrounded by a neighbourhood in whih one measures the salar time |t| ≡ (t2x+t2y+t2z)
1
2
and spatial vetor
−→r = (x, y, z) out of six independent oordinates (x, y, z, tx, ty, tz) of the six
- dimensional spae R6. On passing from R6 = (−→r ,−→t ) to (R6)t = (−→r ,−→t )T ( where T stands
the tahyon) via imaginary SLT's, the usual of observer in R6 will appear as T 4 ≡ (tx, ty, tz, r)T
to the observer O in R6. The resulting spae for bradyons and tahyons is thus identied as
the R6- orM(3, 3) spae where both spae and time as well as energy and momentum are on-
sidered as vetor quantities. Superluminal Lorentz transformations (SLTs) between two frames
K and K ′ moving with veloity v > 1 are dened in R6- or M(3, 3) spae as follows;
x′ −→ ±tx,
y′ −→ ±ty,
z′ −→ ±γ (z − vt),
t′x −→ ±x,
t′y −→ ±y,
t′z −→ ±γ (t− vz), (1)
where γ = (v2−1)− 12 . These transformations lead to the mixing of spae and time oordinates
for transendental tahyoni objets, (|−→v | → ∞) where equation (1) takes the following form;
+ dtx → dt′x = dx +,
+ dty → dt′y = dy +,
+ dtz → dt′z = dz +,
− dz → dz′ = dtz −,
− dy → dy′ = dty −,
− dx→ dx′ = dtx − . (2)
It shows that we may have only two four dimensional slies of R6- orM(3, 3) spae (+,+.+,−)
and (−,−,−,+). When any referene frame desribes bradyoni objets it is neessary to
desribeM(1, 3) =⇒ [t, x, y, z] (R4− space) so that the oordinates tx and ty are not observed
or ouple together giving t = (t2x+t
2
y+t
2
z). On the other hand when a frame desribes bradyoni
objet in frame K, it will desribe a tahyoni objet (with veloity |−→v | → ∞ ) in K ′ with
M ′(1, 3) spae i.e. M ′(1, 3) = [t′z , x
′, y′, z′] = [z, tx, ty, tz](T
4 − space).
As suh, we dene M ′(1, 3) spae as T 4- spae or M(3, 1) spae where x and y are not
observed but oupled together giving rise to r = (x2+y2+z2)1/2. As suh, the spaes R4 and T 4
are two observational slies of R6- orM(3, 3) spae. Unfortunately the spae R6−orM(3, 3) is
not onsistent with speial theory of relativity and aordingly the subluminal and superluminal
Lorentz transformations lose their meaning in R6- or M(3, 3) spae in the sense that these
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transformations do not represent either the bradyoni or tahyoni objets in this spae. It
has been shown earlier [2, 3℄ that the true loalizations spae for bradyons is R4 - spae while
that for tahyons is T 4 - spae. So a bradyoni R4 = M(1, 3) spae now maps to a tahyoni
T 4 =M ′(3, 1) spae or vie versa i.e.
R4 =M(1, 3)
SLT→ M ′(3, 1) = T 4. (3)
Hene R4, the suitable spae for desribing bradyoni phenomena, is mapped under SLT's
onto the spae T 4 whih is the spae suitable to desribe the tahyoni phenomena. In suh
formalism we get the following mapping for the position four - vetor {xµ} = (−→r ,−t), four -
dierential {∇µ} = (−→∇,−∂t) and four - potential {Aµ} = (−→A,−φe) under SLT's as
{−→r ,−t = (t2x + t2y + t2z) 12} −→ {−→t ,−r = (x2 + y2 + z2) 12}T
{−→∇r,−∂t = ∂2tx + ∂2ty + ∂2tz} −→ {−→∇t,−∂r = ∂2x + ∂2y + ∂2z}T{−→{A,−φe = φ2ex + φ2ey + φ2ez} −→ {−→φe,−A = (A2x +A2y +A2z) 12}T (4)
where
−→∇r are −→∇t dierential operators in terms of three spatial and three temporal oordinates,
respetively. Applying these mappings on the equations for generalized eletri eld, magneti
eld and Lorentz fore assoiated with dyons , we get the following expressions respetively
for generalized eletri eld, magneti eld and Lorentz fore on dyons under superluminal
transformations in T 4 - spae i.e.;
−→
E T = − ∂
−→
φ e
∂r
−−→∇tA+ (−→∇t ×−→φ g)
−→
H T =
∂
−→
φ g
∂rt
+
−→∇tB + (−→∇t ×−→φ e)
−→
F T = Real q ∗ [−→ψ ∗ −(←−u ×−→ψ ∗) (5)
where {Bµ} = {−→B,−φg} is introdued [45℄ as magneti four - potential beside the eletri four
- potential {Aµ}; and −→ψ = −→E − i−→H is desribed as generalized eletromagneti vetor eld in
subluminal frame of referene ; and
←−u = d←−t ′dr′ is inverse veloity. These equations show the
superluminal elds assoiated with tahyoni dyons ontaining both longitudinal and transverse
parts. Equation
−→
F T = Real q ∗ [−→ψ ∗ −(←−u × −→ψ ∗) desribes the Lorentz fore ating on dyon
in T 4-spae. It may be realled as the fore of tahyoni dyon whih is similar to that of
dyoni fore in R4- spae if we replae the partile veloity −→u = d−→rdt to that of the inverse
veloity
←−u = d←−t ′dr′ alon with the role of spae variables is interhanged with time variables.
So, the theories of tahyons be better understood in T 4- spae where they behave as bradyons
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do in R4- spae. As suh in view of their loalizability and other quantum properties, we
an formulate the supersymmetri theories of tahyons in T 4- spae in the parallel ground
of bradyoni supersymmetri theories in R4- spae . Similarly, the total Hamiltonian HT of
a tahyoni supersymmetri system may be deomposed in to its bosoni part HTB and the
fermioni part HTF suh that
HT = HTB +H
T
F (6)
with
HTB = −
E2
2k
+
1
2
{W ′(t)}2 (7)
and
HTF =
1
2
W ′′(t)[ψT , ψT ] = −iW ′′(t)YT (8)
wherekis the rest mass of tahyon, W (t) is super potential while ψT and ψT are the fermioni
variables in T 4- spae desribing spin degree of freedom and the operator YT is dened as
YT =
i
2
{ψT , ψT }. (9)
In ( 8), prime and double prime denote rst and seond order derivatives. Supersymmetri
Hamiltonian may also be onstruted in terms of non - Hermitian superharge operators Q and
Q+ as
HT = 12 {Q, Q+} =
1
2
[
QQ+ +Q+Q
]
(10)
suh that
[
Q,Q+
]
= 0, Q2 = Q+
2
= 0 (11)
and
[
HT , Q
]
=
[
HT , Q+
]
= 0;
[YT , Q] = −iQ;[
YT , Q
+
]
= iQ+. (12)
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From equations (6) and (10), the superharges may readily be onstruted aordingly in the
following form;
Q+ = [E − iW ′(t)]ψT ; Q = [E + iW ′(t)]ψT . (13)
Any state
∣∣BT 〉 satises the onditions
Q
∣∣BT 〉 = 0; Q+ ∣∣BT 〉 6= 0 (14)
is denoted as the bosoni state for whih we have HT
∣∣BT 〉 = 12QQ+ ∣∣BT 〉 . Similarly, fermioni
state
∣∣FT 〉 satises the onditions
Q+
∣∣FT 〉 = 0; Q ∣∣FT 〉 6= 0 (15)
whih gives HT
∣∣FT 〉 = 12Q+Q ∣∣FT 〉 . Using these relations, it may readily be demonstrated
that the operator Q transforms states
∣∣FT 〉 in to states ∣∣BT 〉 of the same eigen energy ET and
the operator Q+ transforms the states
∣∣BT 〉 into states ∣∣FT 〉, i.e.
Q
∣∣FT 〉 = ET 12 ∣∣FT 〉 ; Q+ ∣∣FT 〉 = ET 12 ∣∣FT 〉 (16)
whih diretly shows [Q, Q+] = 0, Q2 = Q+
2
= 0; the supersymmetry between tahyoni
fermions and tahyoni bosons with positive momentum eigen values while the negative mo-
mentum value orresponds to singularity problem assoiated with super potential in this su-
persymmetri model.
Alternatively, supersymmetri quantum mehanis may be worked out in terms of a pair
of bosoni Hamiltonians HT− and H
T
+ whih are supersymmetri partners of supersymmetri
Hamiltonian i.e.,
HT = HT−
⊕
HT− . (17)
In order to onstrut these super partner Hamiltonians for the system desribed by equation
(6), let us introdue the potential V−(t) whose ground state energy has been adjusted to zero
with the orresponding ground state wave funtion given by;
ψ
T (−)
0 = exp[−
∫ t
0
W (t′)dt′]. (18)
Substituting it in the Shr¶dinger equation (in the units of ~ = 2k = 1 ), we get
6
V−(t) = W
2(t)−W ′(t) = ψ
T ′′(−)
0
ψ
(−)
0
. (19)
Hene we have the following Hamiltonian orresponding to the potential,
HT− = − d
2
dt2 +
ψ
T ′′(−)
0
ψ
(−)
0
= − d
2
dt2
+ V−(t). (20)
If the ground state wave funtion ψ
T (−)
0 is square integrable then the supersymmetry will be
broken. This Hamiltonian may also be written in the following form in terms of bosoni operator
Bˆ and Bˆ+;
HT− = Bˆ
+Bˆ (21)
where
Bˆ = ddt +W (t) =
d
dt
− ψ
T ′′(−)
0
ψ
(−)
0
;
Bˆ+ = − ddt +W (t) = −
d
dt
− ψ
T ′′(−)
0
ψ
(−)
0
. (22)
Let us introdue the Hamiltonian
HT+ = Bˆ
+Bˆ = − d2dt2 + V+(t) = −
d2
dt2
+W 2(t)−W ′(t) (23)
where
V+(t) =W
2(t)−W ′(t) = V−(t) + 2W ′(t). (24)
The potentials V+ and V− are alled supersymmetri partner potentials and H+ is the Hamil-
tonian orresponding to the potential V+(t). From equations (13) and (18), we get
1
2
[V+(t) + V−(t)] = W
2(t);[
Bˆ, Bˆ+
]
= 2W ′(t) (25)
showing that W 2(t) is the average of the potential V+(t) and V−(t), whereas W
′(t) is propor-
tional to the ommutator of Bˆ and Bˆ+. The supersymmetri harges have been dened in terms
of operators Bˆ+and Bˆ. Hene, the Hamiltonians HT+ and H
T
− are denoted as supersymmetri
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partners. It an be visualized by introduing supersymmetri harges Q and Q+ as
Q =
√
2
[
0 0
B 0
]
; Q+ =
√
2
[
0 B+
0 0
]
. (26)
Then we have
HTSUSY =
1
2 {Q, Q+} =
[
H− 0
0 H+
]
or
[
HTSUSY , Q
]
=
[
HTSUSY , Q
+
]
= 0
or
Q2 = Q+
2
= 0. (27)
For any eigen funtion ψT (−) of HT− with the orresponding eigen value E
T
, we have
Bˆ+BˆψT (−) = ETψT (−)
or
HT+ [Bˆψ
T (−)] = ET ˆ[BψT (−)] (28)
whih shows that BˆψT (−) is the eigen funtion of HT+ , with the same eigen value E
T
. Similarly
it an be demonstrated that if ψT (+) is an eigen funtion of HT+ with the eigen value E
′T
then Bˆ+ψT (−) is an eigen funtion of HT− with the same eigen value. Thus H
T
− and H
T
+ have
the idential energy spetrum exept for the ground state of HT− . It is also obvious that the
operators Bˆ and Bˆ+ onnet the states of the same energy for two dierent supersymmetri
partner potentials V+(t) and V−(t). Spei relations between spetra of H− and H+ are based
on the symmetry between the solvable potential and its supersymmetri partner potential.
3 SUPERSYMMETRY PARTNERS IN T
4
- SPACE
For supersymmetry one - dimensional Harmoni osillator we have the super potential
W (t) = Ωt. (29)
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Then the supersymmeti hamiltonian is desribed as
HT− =
d2
dt2
+Ω2t2 − Ω (30)
and equations (19) and (20) give
V−(t) = Ω
2t2 − Ω. (31)
Similarly, equation (28) leads to
V+(t) = Ω
2t2 +Ω. (32)
From equation (22), we may then readily get
B+ = − d
dt
+Ωt;
B− =
d
dt
+Ωt (33)
whih gives
HT+ = −
d2
dt2
+Ω2t2 +Ω. (34)
Substituting relation (22) into equation (18), we get
ψ
T (−)
0 =
(
Ω
pi
) 1
4
exp[−Ωt
2
2
] (35)
where the onstant
(
Ω
pi
) 1
4
is the result of the orthonormality of ground state wave funtion.
From equation (30) and (34), it is obvious that
HT−ψ
T (−)
0 = 0
i.e.
H
T (−)
0 = 0. (36)
Using relations (34) and (35), we get
9
HT+ψ
T (−)
0 = 2Ωψ
T (−)
0 (t) = Ω
′ψ
T (−)
0 (t) (37)
where Ω′ = 2Ω is the lassial frequeny of the osillator. This equation shows that ground
state of HT+ is not the zero energy state i.e. E
T (+)
0 = Ω
′
.
First exited state ψ
T (−)
1 of H
T
− may be obtained by the raising operator B
+
i.e.
ψ
T (−)
1 (t) = B
+ψ
T (−)
0 (t)
=
[− ddt +Ωt]
(
Ω
pi
) 1
4
exp
[
−Ωt
2
2
]
= 2
(
Ω
pi
) 1
4 Ωt exp
[
−Ωt
2
2
]
. (38)
Then we get
HT−ψ
T (−)
1 = Ω
′ψ
T (−)
1 (t) (39)
i.e.
E
T (−)
1 = Ω
′.
Equations (38) and (39) yield
E
T (+)
0 = E
T (−)
1 (40)
i.e. ground state energy of HT+ is the rst exited state energy of H
T
− . Similarly, we get
HT+ψ
T (−)
1 (t) = 2Ω
′ψ
T (−)
1 (t) (41)
i.e.
E
T (+)
1 = 2Ω
′.
Seond exited state of HT− may be onstruted as follows;
ψ
T (−)
2 (t) =
B+
2
ψ
T (−)
1 (t) = 2
(
Ω
pi
) 1
4
Ω[−1 + 2Ωt2] exp[−Ωt
2
2
] (42)
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for whih we have
HT−ψ
T (−)
2 (t) = 2Ω
′ψ
T (−)
2 (t)
E
T (−)
2 = 2Ω
′
HT−ψ
T (−)
2 (t) = 3Ω
′ψ
T (−)
2 (t) (43)
showing that rst exited state energy of HT+ is state ψ
T (−)
1 is idential to the seond exited
energy of HT− in the state ψ
T (−)
2 . Generalizing these results, it may be inferred that with respet
to the states ψ
T (−)
n , the n
th
exited state energy of HT+ is idential to the (n + 1)
th
exited
state energy of HT− . In other words, any state ψ
T (−)
n of the super partner Hamiltonian H
T
−
orresponding to the eigen value ETn of harmoni osillator is also the eigen state of H
T
+ with
the orresponding eigen value ETn+1 .
Let us onstrut the eigen state ψ
T (+)
n (t) of HT+ from the states ψ
T (−)
n (t) of HT− in the
following form;
ψT (+)n (t) =
1√
E
T (−)
n+1
Bψ
T (−)
n+1 (t);
ψ
T (+)
0 (t) =
1√
E
T (−)
1
(
d
dt
+Ωt
)
ψ
T (−)
1 (t) (44)
whih may be written in the following form by using equation (18);
ψ
T (+)
0 (t) =
(
Ω
pi
) 1
4 √
2Ω exp[−Ωt
2
2
]. (45)
Then we get,
HT+ψ
T (+)
0 = E
T (+)
0 Ω
′ψ
T (+)
0 (t); = Ω
′ = E
T (−)
1 . (46)
Similarly, we get
ψ
T (+)
1 (t) =
(
Ω
pi
) 1
4
3(Ω)
3
2 t exp[−Ωt
2
2
];
ψ
T (+)
2 (t) = 2
(
Ω
pi
) 1
4
(Ω)
3
2 [−1 + 2Ωt2] exp[−Ωt
2
2
]; (47)
whih gives rise to
HT+ψ
T (+)
1 = 2Ω
′ψ
T (+)
1 (t); E
T (+)
1 = 2Ω
′ = E
T (−)
2 (48)
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and
HT+ψ
T (+)
2 = 3 Ω
′ψ
T (+)
2 (t) : E
T (+)
2 = 3Ω
′ = E
T (−)
3 . (49)
Generalizing these results, we may infer that
ET (+)n = E
T (−)
n+1 (50)
whih shows that nth exited state energy of HT+ is idential to (n+ 1)
th
exited state energy
of HT− . In other words, we may infer that if ψ
T (−)
n is the n
th
eigen state of HT− with the
orresponding eigen value E
T (+)
n then
1√
E
T(−)
n
Bψ
T (−)
n (t) is the (n− 1)th eigen state of HT+ with
the energy E
T (+)
n . It is obvious from equations (34) and (45); (37), (38) and (42); and (47) that
for supersymmetry harmoni osillator we have
ψT (+)n ∝ ψT (−)n (51)
with the orresponding energy eigen values satisfying ondition (50). From equations (31)
and (32) we get the following onditions for the supersymmetry partner potentials for one -
dimensional harmoni osillator
V±(t) = V±(−t). (52)
Any anti - symmetri eigen state of one of these potentials is paired in energy with the symmetri
eigen state of the other equations (34), (42), (45) and (47) shows that all eigen funtions of HT+
and HT− will go to non-zero onstant as t → 0 and hene these are unaeptable as physial
states of V±(t) . These unaeptable solutions of both these super partner potentials are paired
in energy and hene the degeneray theorem holds for V±(t) maintaining the supersymmetry
of the system.
4 DISCUSSION
Equation (5) for Lorentz fore ating on dyon interating with generalized superluminal eletro-
magneti elds in T 4 - spae is similar to that of a dyon interating with generalized subluminal
eletromagneti elds in R4- spae exept that the role of veloity −→u = d−→r ′dt has been hanged
with the inverse veloity
←−u = d−→t ′dr and onsequently the role of spae and time variables are in-
terhanged on passing from subluminal to superluminal realm via SLT's and thus suggests that
tahyoni dyons are loalized in time with their elds having rotational symmetry in temporal
planes and their motion is bi - dimensional in time.
It is emphasized that there are two observations slies, R4- or M(1, 3) (one time and three
spae) and T 4- or M(3, 1) (three time and one spae), in the existing R6-spae, M(3, 3) (three
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time and three spae). The transformations for transendent veloity (v → ∞) reveal that
the tahyons and the bradyons annot be desribed individually in the R6 - spae. As suh,
the equivalene of spae and time and the neessity of a four-dimensional Minkowski spae to
desribe any physial event onsistent with the speial theory of relativity, the T 4 - spae have
been onstruted as the natural spae for the desription of the tahyons, whereas a bradyon is
desribed in the usual R4- spae. It has been stressed that a bradyoni R4- spae maps under
SLT's to a tahyoni T 4 - spae and on passing from a bradyon to a tahyon via SLT's, the
T 4 - spae beomes the representation spae of the observables while the R4- spae represents
the internal spae, where only internal degree for bradyons are represented. It means that the
usual pseudo - Eulidean group, E3 of spae - time representation of the Poinare group will
be visualized as the usual rotation group in the three time planes in the T 4- spae. Further
an objet moving with veloity, v < 1 (bradyoni) in subspae R4 (forward veloity v = drdt )
appears to be moving with an inverse veloity
(
u = dtdr
)
with u > 1. It may also be emphasized
that for all-purpose the superluminal elds (tahyoni) in the time-energy representation (T 4-
spae) behave as subluminal (bradyoni) elds in spae-momentum representation (R4- spae).
Equation (6 - 8) shows the total supersymmetri Hamiltonian in T 4- spae assoiated with
tahyons in terms of energy eigen values and super potentials. Equation (16) shows that the
supersymmetry between tahyoni fermions and tahyoni bosons with positive momentum
eigen values while the negative momentum values orresponds to singularity problem assoiated
with super potential in the supersymmetri model. Construting the potential V−(t) in the
form given by equation (19) with the ground state energy vanishing and the ground state wave
funtion given by equation (18) the super - partner Hamiltonian HT− has been obtained in the
form of equation (20) and it has been found that its ground state energy idential to ground
state momentum of a bradyon is vanishing provided that the wave - funtion dened by equation
(19) is square integrable.
The Hamiltonian HT+ (super - partner potential of H
T
− ) has been onstruted in the form of
equation (23) in terms of potential V+(t) (super-partner potential of V−(t) ) given by equation
(24). The supersymmetri harge operators are introdued by equation (26) in T 4- spae. It
has been shown that HT+ and H
T
− have idential energy (momentum) spetrum in T
4(R4) -
spae exept for the ground state of a Hamiltonian. Equation (41) and (43) shows that the rst
exited state energy of HT+ in state ψ
T (−)
1 is idential to the seond exited energy of H
T
− in
the state ψ
T (−)
2 . Generalization of these results leads to the inferene that with respet to the
states ψ
T (−)
n the n
th
exited state energy of HT+ is idential to the (n+1)
th
exited state energy
of HT− . In other words any state ψ
T (−)
n of the super partner Hamiltonian H
T
− orresponding to
the eigen value ETn of harmoni osillator is also the eigen state of H
T
+with the orresponding
eigen value ETn+1. Equations (34), (42), (45) and (47) provide that all eigen funtions of H
T
+
and HT− will go to non - zero onstant as t → 0 and hene these are unaeptable as physial
states of V±(t) . These unaeptable solutions of both these super partner potentials are paired
in energy and hene the degeneray theorem holds for V±(t) maintaining the supersymmetry
of the system in T 4 - spae.
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